
Extortion committed by the retired 

LPS Detectiv Kevin Heslop 

 
This review is writen and published by the retired Detectiv Kevin Heslop from the 

Police Departement in London Ontario – Canada. He tried to make money with 

blackmailing us for a while unsuccessfully. Then he created a criminal harassement all 

over the social media to enforce a payment. In fact he never sailed a single mile with 

S.V. Bamba Maru and he got never involved in any issues regarding to the relief 

project for Puerto Rico from the International Rescue Group IRG. Here is what Mr. 

Heslop published. Statements from Bamba Maru are writen in red: 

 

 
 

Thanks for joining us. The purpose of this website is to provide an 
objective perspective of the Sailing Vessel Bamba Maru and its owners. 
This catamaran is a 1968 Ocean Ranger, 45′, operated by a couple that 
identify themselves as Andy and Joanna Bamba. Be very cautious in 
dealing with these people. Their real names are Andreas Webber and 
Astrid Michald.  

We are book autors, vlogger and writers. What we use is called artist names which is 

absolutely legitime. Mr. Heslop has no rights to publish personal data like  „real 

names“ without permission at all. 

They developed a Facebook page and post You Tube videos that say 
they are taking delivering much-needed supplies to the islands in the 
Caribbean devastated by the 2017 hurricanes. They solicit ‘volunteers’ 
and offer to rent a berth on the boat, asking you to assist them in their 
mission.  

https://bambamarureview.wordpress.com/2018/03/22/the-journey-begins/


We don´t rent a berth or things like this. Volunteers can join our missions, but they 

are asked to pay for theyr own contributions on board since we do not feed the crew 

with donated money. 

They obtained a banner and t-shirts from an organization that does 
legitimate humanitarian aid work by delivering much-needed supplies 
to the islands devastated by the recent hurricanes. They display the 
banner on their boat and wear the T-shirts when they get to a marina.  

There is nothing wrong on showing which organisation is standing behind our 

project. We got the promotion supplies from the founder of the International Rescue 

Group IRG, Ray Thackeray to use it for this purpose.  

They then implore people to donate money or goods to support the 
mission. 

This is a lie. We made a call only on Facebook two months earlier for donations on 

our paypal account. There we got 1135.- US Dollar. We did not ask or receive any 

money in cash or outside of paypal. The last donations arrived before Christmas – 

long time before Mr. Heslop came on board.  

Then they use the money solely to support their personal lifestyle. 

Mr. Heslop was never involved in the financial part of the project and can not know or 

proof what he is saying. However we brought the video evidence that we bought 

supplies already in Honduras and Mexico and unloaded the cargo in Vieques PR. 

Local people on the ground can approve that they received way more than what we 

could buy with the received money. The complete aftermath and receipts can be 

provided by the International Rescue Group IRG.  

A recent example can be found in my experience when, in January of 
2018, I contacted them to assist in their mission. They were to sail to 
Hollywood, Florida to pick up supplies for the company that arranged 
them, and I was to meet them there, help to load the supplies, then we 
were to deliver the goods, by sail, to Puerto Rico. They stopped at 
Marathon, Florida and settled in. They said the weather was too poor 
to travel to Hollywood. That should have been a red flag as several 
mariners said that simply wasn’t true; some had just made the trip 
from the Keys to Hollywood without any issues at all and the weather 
forecast was excellent to sail to Hollywood. Astrid suggested that I 
meet them in Marathon. I took a bus to them, then they said they 
never had any intention of going to Hollywood, and that someone else 
had picked up the donated supplies. That was simply not true, as I saw 
the supplies in Hollywood that were awaiting pickup by Bamba Maru.  



Mr. Ray Thackeray, head oft he IRG can approve that the cargo in Hollywood was 

already picked up by another boat and for us there was no need anymore to sail to 

Hollywood. We could start across the Gulfstream from Marathon which provides a 

better angle to the prevailing winds. Mr. Heslop has never seen any cargo for us in 

Hollywood and nobody said the weather was bad.  

When I arrived on the boat, they were very eager to get the financial 
part of the trip sorted out. I paid them in advance for a one-month 
stay, that was to include sailing to Puerto Rico. They charged $45.00 
(U.S.) per day so I paid them a total of $1,350.00. That was a mistake. 
I should have paid them week-by-week, because we simply sat in the 
marina bay for almost three weeks.  

To pay the contributions on board in advance is absolutly normal since we have to 

buy groceries for all crew before we go. 45.- covers 3 meals a day, cooked by Joanna, 

unlimited satellite communicatio, the use of our snorkel, kayak, fishing and safety 

equipment and basic medical care, if necessary. Mr. Heslop had not to pay for 

accomodation, any boat expences, marina and mooring fees and not for the trip to 

Puerto Rico itself. 

I was prepared to leave the boat so they said they would give me a 
reduced rate and not charge for the third week. 

This is not true. Mr. Heslop thold us his desicion to leave the boat 2 hours before we 

left port in Marathon. We never offert something like a reduced rate or aggreed to a 

week for free on board. Like with every other complains – Mr. Heslop can not provide 

any evidence for this lie as well.  

It became obvious very quickly that things were quite disorganized. 
Tools, plastic jugs filled with old oil, and various clutter were strewn 
throughout the cockpit and salon.  

We live on this boat. Of corse there are our private belongings (what he calls clutter) 

on board what we need. Mr. Heslop obviously expected a cleared up hotel room. 

However we do not charter. We are a private couple on a humanitary mission, loaded 

to the top with relief supplies and not a travel agency.  

The berths were filled with old clutter, such as parts of electrical cords, 
that Andreas said was the fault of the previous captain (they bought 
the boat over three years earlier).  

The berths for the crew have been empty and the berths we did not use for crew have 

been filled up with relief supplies and cargo for Puerto Rico. Mr. Heslop is a lier again 

since we can approve the situation with several Photos. Some of them can be seen on 

our Facebook page. We will provide more on request. 



Many things on the boat did not work, the dinghy had a bad leak, and 
there were always feces on the foredeck from their two dogs.  

At the time Mr. Heslop met us, there was nothing on board what didn´t work. The 

dinghy he is talking about is the one we got cheap at the time of his arrival from a 

sailor to manage the relief cargo. Of corse it had some leaks. Mr. Heslop knew also, 

that we have two dogs and a cat and of corse they need to do their bussiness 

somewhere. As soon as we see some of it, it gets always taken away. 

As it turned out, Andreas is a heavy smoker (no mention of that in any 
of their advertising), and he spends most of his time in the cockpit 
smoking cigarettes, drinking beer, and playing with his iPhone.  

We don´t do charter and don´t do advertisements like this at all. Mr. Heslop appeared 

as a heavy drunk while he was on board. He finished several bottles of Rum and 

boxed wine and always enforced others to drink with him, even if they said „no“, like 

Joanna most oft he time. I don´t think it is any of Mr. Heslop´s business what we do in 

our private home. Playing with the IPhone is actually work what he did not reallize 

and checking the weather for the trip. But it looks like he wanna project his alcohol 

problem on others.  

He is frequently rude and condescending to Astrid.  

A Man who is actually struggeling with his divorce should not try to judge about the 

relationship of a couple which is together since more than 17 years doing well. In fact, 

Mr. Heslop does not speak german and has no idea what we were talking about. His 

behavior to my wife othersides was swarmy and sketchy and not nice for her at all. 

Joanna can approve this, as she got annoyed several times about his behavior, trying 

to make her seat in spots she was not comfortable with or telling her she should join 

him drinking wine several times instead of let her do what she wanted to do. Telling 

her all the time that she should not have to work on board. Regarding to age, he 

could be her father. 

As time went on, it became obvious that Andreas was not nearly as 
competent as he would have you believe. He had no idea about basic 
sailing terms, such as the difference between tack and jibe. He said he 
was an ICC captain (International Certificate of Competence), which 
initially sounds impressive, until you learn that the certificate can be 
obtained in one day, by showing an instructor that you move a boat 
sufficiently to be able to rent one in the UK.  

As mentioned earlier, Mr. Heslop never left port and did never sail with us. He is not 

able to judge about my skills at all nor did he ever ask for my license. He claimed to 

spend over 40 years on the water but fellt twice off the Dinghy in a flat harbor. My 

license is not a simple ICC as he understoud because of his lack of knowledge about 



the various certificates. I hold the International Certificate for Operators of Pleasure 

Craft from Switzerland which requires pretty much the same skills and experience like 

the Yachtmaster Offshore by the Royal Yacht Association RYA in UK. Besides of this I 

logged more than 10´000 nautical miles with Bamba Maru. Not talking about earlier 

miles on other boats – should be qualificated enough to do a trip to Puerto Rico. 

Since we do a YouTube blog, everybody can learn about our travels and if necessary I 

will provide my license. The not knowing of the english sailing terms is still as a 

matter of fact my lack of proper english language. He could not understand the 

german terms either and I think he couldn´t speak any other language than english at 

all.  

As more time went by, it became clear that Andreas was careless and a 
bit of a blowhard. In a discussion about avoiding areas where there 
could be pirates, he said, “Those guys only carry machetes, and I know 
martial arts and have a Rottweiler. I’ll take them all on.” He really 
seems to suffer from small man syndrome. 

This is redicelous and I have never said something like this. Mr. Heslop is obviewsly 

looking for complains to spice up his story now. 

He was able to scam a large rack (davits, BBQ station, solar panel 
holder) from the owner of a catamaran that was destroyed in 
Hurricane Irma. The owner paid $7,800 for the rack but Andreas told 
him he was doing humanitarian aid work, so he dropped the price. 
Andreas later bragged that he got it for a few hundred dollars. He 
wanted to install it on his boat so he recruited help from the marina 
(those people also thought they were helping with the mission) and 
between those people and crew on board the boat at the time, we got 
the rack installed on the boat. And missed a weather window to head 
across the gulf stream in doing so.  

Mr. Charles Badoian from Key West was the previous owner of the rack. He wanted to 

get rid of it, since it was to heavy for his boat „Ship o fouls“. As he drove by Bamba 

Maru one day with his dinghy and saw that it might fit on our boat. He started talking 

to us about it and we made the deal. However I don´t think it is any of Mr. Heslops 

business what he is talking about at all. In fact, I didn´t scam anybody and did 

nothing of all what he is writing. Mr. Charles Badoian will be happy to approve this as 

well. 

Once the rack was completed, Andreas turned his attention to actually 
going to Puerto Rico. He wasn’t expecting it but a local church donated 
some supplies and gave Andreas a financial donation. He reluctantly 
took the supplies that would have filled the trunk of a small car, then 



talked about those supplies as the much-needed relief supplies needed 
by the people in Puerto Rico. 

We did not receive a financial donation for the project from this church. He is actually 

talking about the Key Community Church and the supplies from Pastor Ernie. This 

pastor heared about our project, and asked me if I could take some stuff with me to 

the Virgin Islands. Pastor Ernie had donated supplies for the Keys like shoes, hygiene 

packs and other stuff they didn´t need anymore, so he gave it to our project since we 

had a lot of space left. The amount was not a little car – we actually filled up a truck 

with almost 2000 lbs of relief supplies.  

Andreas said we would be taking the catamaran out for a check-out 
sail on Saturday, January 20/18 to ensure everything was working as it 
should. That was the first indication I had seen of any concern for 
safety or proper procedure. I was surprised and a little reassured but 
was hesitant to believe it would actually happen, given his track 
record. But, as Saturday arrived, we learned that a marina mechanic 
that knew the boat’s Perkins engine well, had said he had never sailed 
on a catamaran. Andreas invited him out for a sail on Saturday, with 
the intention of getting him to check out the engine for free. Once the 
mechanic heard of his intentions, he told him that the marina charged 
$200 to $300 for an engine check out, and that the mechanic thought 
he was simply being invited out for a sail. That put an end to the free 
engine check out, and to the safety sail. 

The intention was to bring the crew out to the sea, so we can get an idea if it would 

work since Mr. Heslop appeared as a heavy drunk and never listened to what I said. 

There was no marina mechanic or what all he is talking about. Our mooring 

neighboor was professional with diesel engines and I just had a small talk with him, 

nothing more. There was no need for a check other than my regular checks I do 

always, since the engine was running just fine. Regardeless to what Mr. Heslop think 

about, later the engine was running more than 70 hours great and reliable on our 

way to Puerto Rico. 

Andreas had been paying $125 per week to be tied to a mooring ball in 
the bay, and the fee was coming due for the following week. He didn’t 
want to pay the fee, so he decided he wanted to leave for the Bahamas.  

Not true – as many other people at this time, we had to wait for a weather window. 

When we left, it was the only chance to go within 4 weeks and had nothing to do with 

the Marina fees.  

He planned to lay up in the Bahamas for five or six days, on the way to 
PR. Many mariners in the marina were also waiting for a weather 



window to make the crossing, and everyone was hoping to leave on 
Monday, January 22/18. About 50 mariners met in the marina office 
to discuss the crossing, with almost all deciding not to attempt the 
crossing due to the narrow weather window. One of the sailors was 
going to be speaking with Chris Parker (weather guru) via radio at 
6:00 AM on January 22nd, then he would share Chris’ comments 
about making a crossing, at 7:00 AM, on the marina channel. That 
sailor announced at 7:00 AM that morning, that Chris recommended 
against the crossing, so almost all of the sailors decided to sit tight 
with some deciding to move further north along the Florida coast, to 
make a shorter crossing when the weather improved.  

But didnt Mr. Heslop mentioned earlier in his review that the weather has been great 

all the time? Why it is now a problem that we use a weather window in all this great 

weather which we had in january 2018? However the situation happened a bit 

different, Chris Parker didn´t recommended against the crossing. All he warned about 

was, that it will be a short window of only 3 days but still safe to go. I don´t rely too 

much in that what inexperienced people from the street say. I know experts personaly 

which I use to ask or to doublecheck my own interpretation of weather activitys. 

Bottomline, there was nothing wrong with the weather and we had just a nice sailing 

day crossing to Bimini with a bunch of buddy boats around us and without Mr. 

Heslop. 

Andreas decided he wanted to try the crossing, saying he wasn’t going 
to listen to “a bunch of old guys.” When he announced his intentions 
that morning, he also added that we would head to the Bahamas and 
stay for five or six days, but that he didn’t want to pay the $300 fee to 
clear in. He wanted the crew to tell the Bahamian authorities when we 
arrived, that we did not intend to make the stop but we had engine 
trouble so we were making a stop solely to repair the engine. Then we 
would enter the island from another location within the Bahamas. In 
addition, their two dogs did not have any shots or a recent certificate of 
clear health, as required by Bahamian law.  

Also this is just a lie to enforce his fake review. We checked in on Cat Cay, absolutely 

the regular way, paid our regular checkin fees, and we had all necessary paperwork 

done. We have been borded by the Bahamas Defense Force and from the Bahamas 

Costums several times. No complains at all and everything declared, legal and alright. 

I only asked Mr. Heslop to shut up when I talk to the officials since I am the skipper 

and it is my Job and responsability. I was worried that he would step in and turn 

everything upside down as he did always due to not listening to my announcements.  



I told Andreas that I would not lie to the authorities, that I wasn’t 
entering a country illegally, that I simply didn’t feel safe on the boat, 
and that I didn’t trust his judgment. Then I left the boat.  

No, Mr. Heslop didn´t have the courage to do this like he said. He came up with the 

words: „There is nothing wrong, but it just doesn´t feel right for me.“ As 3 witnesses 

heard it and can approve. Well – nobody has to sail with us and it needs some 

courage to go offshore for more than thousand miles. But he is the first one 

complaining about my qualification before we ever left port.   

Astrid said they would refund some of my money but after contacting 
them when I returned home, I received Facebook messages from 
Andreas saying he would be keeping the money. His messages were 
consistent with the way he treats Astrid – vulgar and condescending. 

The whole conversation is safed and can be displayed. Mr. Heslop forget actually, that 

he started threatening Joanna shortly after we left port in Marathon. He wrote, he 

went throug the numbers and he thinks we need to pay back his whole amount of 

money. Further he mentioned that we would have to pay his travel expences back 

home to Canada as well and so on. He wrote to Joanna that in case we would not 

pay, he would put a Maritime Lien on the boat, report a fraud to paypal and he would 

start to warn others on social media. After all this – Mr. Heslop received a message 

from me, that I will not accept his claim. As he explains it in his review, he had spend 

3 weeks on board already. In this time he used food and all what he paid for as 

agreed. He paid for 4 weeks in total and left after 3 weeks without to declaire a 

reason. 2 hours before departure he announced to leave the boat which made it 

impossible to find another volunteer for the project. Since we had to buy provissions 

before the trip also for him, I would not refund any money but the provissions we 

bought for him. He caused further delay and expences since I had to travel back to 

Costums and Borderprotection to cancel him from our Crewlist. So I told him that he 

can meet me in Puerto Rico and he could pick up his rations if he wants to, but I will 

not refund any Money. Specialy not because he started badly treathening on Joanna. 

Consider that Andreas told those that donated that his top priority was 
getting the goods and money to Puerto Rico. Then consider that he left 
Marathon, Florida on January 22/18, and took the following holiday, 
per the InReach device onboard: 
January 24 – arrived Bimini Islands 
January 28 – departed Bimini Islands 
January 29 – arrived Great Harbor Cay 
February 8 – departed Great Harbor Cay and sailed to Hoffman’s Cay 
February 14 – departed Hoffman’s Cay and sailed to Nassau 
February 25 – departed Nassau 
March 2 – arrived Long Cay 



March 5 – departed Long Cay 
March 10 – arrived Luperon, Dominican Republic 
March 20 – left Luperon 

At the time of this posting, the boat was still on the north coast of the 
Dominican Republic. 

I dont know exactly what Mr. Heslop wants to say with this timeline, but in fact we 

sailed the heavy cargo from Florida down to Puerto Rico on a 50 year old catamaran 

with only one little engine against wind, current and special weather phenomens like 

the Bomb Cyclones we had first time this winter. Since we are a reserve fleet vessel of 

the IRG using our private boat on our expences – I don´t think we have to follow any 

scheddule. I have to take care, that crew, ship and cargo arrives safely in Puerto Rico 

what I did successfully… just without Mr. Heslop who is sitting back home in Canada 

and blackmailing us to get money he is not entiteled for. At the time of this posting 

we are actually working in Vieques to help the people as promised. A new video 

episode shows the evidence. Meanwhile Mr. Heslop works very hard on his scam and 

tries to damage the good reputation of the IRG and Bamba Maru with his lies. At the 

bottomline, it´s gonna affect the suffering people in the Spanish Virgin Islands since 

he is sabotating our project until today to get money and advantege out of it.  

So, they told the donors that their top priority was to get the supplies 
to Puerto Rico as soon as possible, yet two months later, they were still 
enjoying the Dominican Republic after their visit to the Bahamas. 

Mr. Heslop don´t know what happened on this journey since he was not part of it. 

However – he didn´t arrived at all and skipped two other options to sail down to the 

Virgins to help as he announced everywhere.   

The upside to being on the boat was that the dogs were quite friendly, 
Astrid is a very good cook, the folks in the marina were excellent, the 
other two crew members were wonderful and engaging people, and the 
weather was great. 

In fact, this is how he always was sneaking around Joanna trying to tell her how great 

she is and that she would deserve somebody better than Andy. A drunk who could be 

her father. Made her very uncomfortable. Of corse the dogs are well trained. Good for 

him, he was kicking the cat (best friend of our Rottweiler) when it didn´t go out of his 

way and specially the Rottweiler doesn´t like drunken people. I am still very impressed 

that the dog remained that calm. Mr. Heslop threw stones onto fishes in the marina 

basin and told us what kind of cruel behavior he likes doing to cats, what scared the 

whole crew. 

If you are considering going onto this boat, I would recommend that 
you FaceTime with Andreas and Astrid, and have them show you the 



condition of the boat, inside and out. That view will be very different 
from what you will see on their promotional videos.  

I would appreciate to FaceTime with every crew member before, so I can make sure 

the person fits to us and the project. Nobody can truly belive that we renovate the 

boat for every video episode we publish online. 

If you are offended by cigarette smoke then rest assured that Andreas 
will promise to smoke downwind, but that he will end up sitting in the 
cockpit, and the smoke with waft throughout the berths. If you are 
offended by a man who is disrespectful and condescending to a 
woman, then you will not like what you will see on this boat. If you are 
considering making a financial donation, then I strongly suggest you 
make the purchases yourself and hand them directly over to the people 
in need in Puerto Rico. You should not pay them any more than one 
week at a time. They will tell you that your full payment will secure 
your berth otherwise they could rent it out to someone else. Don’t fall 
for it – they only had two other people on the boat while I was there 
and there were four empty bunks.  

Mr. Heslop made us canceling two firefighters who wanted to help in Puerto Rico. He 

was concerned that we would not fit all together on our 45ft Catamaran with the 

cargo. The reason why there have been only two other crew on board was because 

we don´t do charter and no berth is paid. We dont need anybody on board and all we 

do is offering the ride to a catastrophic area for volunteers in case a project is in 

process.  

If you are still even considering booking with these people then be sure 
to check out the Facebook page “Bamba Maru Review” and the site 
Find-a-Crew. There are some other critiques there that speak to their 
lack of cleanliness, clutter on the boat, dog hair in the food, fighting 
between them, and his controlling personality. 

So actually he is putting the focus on his blackmail attempt. A retiered detectiv from 

the London Police Departement in Ontario Canada tells you, to have a look to all his 

harrasement scam he posted on every availible channel in social media after he got 

no rights for the money he tries to make with us and our project. There are no further 

informations besides his own comments created by aditional fake accounts. Some are 

already unmasked as fake and deleted by facebook. All he wants is to destroy our 

reputation to enforce payment in his account. 

I have chalked this experience up to poor judgment on my part for not 
checking them out better than I did before heading to Florida, and for 
paying them in advance. It’s no longer about getting my money back;  



Mr. Heslop doesn´t get money back because he had spent 3 weeks on board and was 

happy to have 3 meals  every day and everything else he needed. He paid one more 

week and made us buying the provissions for him. Mr. Heslop is still invited to come 

over and get his rations. 

it’s about warning others about these fraudsters so others don’t get 
shortchanged. Since my experience, I have spoken with several people 
in the sailing community that are not complimentary of Bamba Maru. 
Those sailers said that Bamba Maru should not take on crew, and they 
were of the belief that their fundraising dollars went towards Andreas’ 
personal expenses, and not to the people in the devastated islands. In 
my view, it was bad enough that so many people lost their homes, and 
some lost their lives, in the hurricanes of 2017 but what is almost as 
bad is that people such as the owners of Bamba Maru will capitalize on 
the grief of others to fund their sailing holiday by soliciting money and 
goods under the guise of helping those in need. 

This last statement comes from a man sitting in Canada and blackmailing us to get 

money from a relief mission, while we deliver the supplies to those people in need 

and help to rebuild. Mr. Heslop had two other options to sail to the desaster area 

where he wanted to help as he claimed in front of all his friends. He missed all of 

them and never went to the Virgin Islands to do anything. It looks like he needs 

money for his divorce he is truggeling with as he thold us so many times. In fact, Mr. 

Heslop is not even part of the sailing community at all. He was only sailing in the 

great lakes and never went offshore. Nobody in the Community he is talking about, 

knows him. Besides of his blackmailing, there is also not a single bad reputation 

online about Bamba Maru or what we are doing since years. It is a sad and poor 

statement and using false facts is just a proof of a very weak charakter, a sick mind 

and criminal energy. For any concerns, I will be happy to provide further information. 

 


